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ABSTRACT
There has been a growing recognition in the conservation community that landscape-scale
networks of preserves and habitat corridors are needed to adequately protect native
biodiversity. While most of the efforts to protect land on this scale have occurred in rural
environments dominated by resource lands, an increasing number of efforts are occurring in
urban environments. These locales are characterized by biological and political fragmentation
that complicate landscape-scale conservation. Chicago Wilderness, a voluntary network of 262
conservation organizations operating in the greater Chicago region, is one group undertaking
this work. I use Chicago Wilderness as a case study to explore how voluntary conservation
coalitions convince their membership to both adopt and implement regional conservation plans.
I identify a number of barriers that prevent coalition members from collaborating and make the
work of protecting biodiversity difficult; these include limiting factors like inter-organizational
trust, funding, access to information, staff capacity, and political climate. Chicago Wilderness
has sought to overcome these barriers by adopting strategies that prioritize information sharing,
technical assistance, and relationship building, and that increase public involvement with
biodiversity protection. I argue that Chicago Wilderness' mixed success across the region has
been closely tied to the conservation strategies that it implicitly promotes. The coalition has
been most successful in areas that are accepting of top-down, government-led conservation
solutions like direct acquisition and land use regulation. The coalition has been less successful
in areas-most often at the edge of the metropolitan area-where citizens and political officials
value private property rights and limited government intervention. I conclude with suggestions
on how Chicago Wilderness can increase its effectiveness and further promote biodiversity
protection across the region.
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MANY VOICES, ONE WILDERNESS:
COLLABORATIVE CONSERVATION IN THE GREATER CHICAGO REGION
INTRODUCTION
There has been a growing recognition over the last several decades that the typical
model of land conservation-the acquisition of isolated preserves-will not adequately protect
biological diversity, especially in the light of climate change (MacArthur and Wilson 1967;
Halpin 1997). Historically, reserves were selected based on political feasibility or space-
availability, an approach that limits systematic conservation planning (Noss & Harris 1986). To
address new and ongoing threats to biodiversity, scientists have begun to recommend a change
in approach: conservationists must focus on creating landscape-scale networks of preserves that
represent extant biodiversity and foster biological resiliency. Habitat corridors that link patches,
the protection of buffer zones, and appropriate reserve design are key components of this new
approach (Margules & Pressey 2000).
Urban growth, particularly exurban development at the rural-urban interface, presents a
threat to biodiversity and a challenge to these new conservation strategies (Beardsley et. al.
2009). Protecting an interconnected network of lands in areas at the expanding urban fringe-a
regional "green infrastructure"-cannot typically be accomplished by state and federal agencies
alone; these agencies often do not have the financial or political support needed to purchase
large amounts of private property, particularly in a pro-private property rights political climate.
Instead of relying on one or two land management agencies, large-scale conservation requires
collaboration between non-profit organizations, federal, state, and local agencies, development
interests, and private landowners. Getting all of these entities to buy-in to a regional vision for
land conservation can be difficult; getting them to actually implement this vision is even more
daunting (McKinney et. al. 2010).
Most efforts to conserve and manage land on a large scale have been either led by
governmental entities or tied to regulatory mandates like the Endangered Species Act (Layzer
2008; Wondolleck & Yaffee 2000). Over the past 15 years, however, a growing number of
voluntary efforts have begun to emerge. One organization pursuing a voluntary, collaborative
approach is Chicago Wilderness (CW). Chicago Wilderness is a regional alliance working to
restore and connect natural areas across the greater Chicago region. Established in the spring of
1996, the alliance oversees a region that spans four states and includes over 370,000 acres of
protected lands and waters. Since the 1990s, it has grown from 34 partner organizations to over
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250-an alliance that includes federal, state, and local governments, conservation organizations,
and business groups.
To help accomplish its mission of regional biodiversity protection, Chicago Wilderness
has released several groundbreaking plans and has developed a suite of conservation tools and
strategies. In 1999, the coalition released the Biodiversity Recovery Plan, an "ambitious blueprint
for saving and restoring the rare natural communities of the Chicago Region" (Chicago
Wilderness 2011b). The plan was a first for the region: the result of over five years of planning
and assessment by 200 scientists, land managers, conservation advocates, and citizens, it
reflected the best steps for meeting the environmental goals of Chicago Wilderness. In addition
to pointing out key threats to the region's biodiversity and strategies for preserving it, the plan
also highlighted the roles of various stakeholders-from governmental bodies to private
landowners-in its adaptation and implementation.
In 2004, the coalition built on this plan with the release of a regional Green Infrastructure
Vision (GIV). The result of several workshops with regional coalition members, this vision calls
for the restoration or protection of 1.8 million acres of natural areas within a 7 million acre
region. The map that represents this vision-a spidery network of green encircling the southern
tip of Lake Michigan-is a "visual and accessible way for Chicago Wilderness members and
outside audiences" to bring the Biodiversity Recovery Plan to life (Chicago Wilderness 2004).
The 1.8 million acres of natural areas that are the target of Chicago Wilderness's efforts,
however, offer a significant challenge: they are located at the edge of the United States' third
largest metropolitan area, an area where development pressure has been high.1 Preserving land
in this context is difficult, expensive, and may even exacerbate sprawling development by
pushing subdivisions further outward (a phenomenon known as "leapfrog development").
Without regional governance, it can be difficult to get the intergovernmental and organizational
coordination that is needed to preserve meaningful reserves and habitat corridors. Chicago
Wilderness relies primarily on its members to conserve new land and protect existing reserves,
which means that the success of the Green Infrastructure Vision and Biodiversity Recovery Plan is
closely tied to coalition members' willingness to implement them. Members' conservation
priorities often overlap with the broad goals of these documents, but actually implementing
specific recommendations may or may not be prioritized. Some members hesitate to adopt these
visions wholesale because they were not involved in their creation; others lack awareness of the
goals or how they impact their jurisdiction. More importantly, Chicago Wilderness members
'From 2000-2010, Kendall County, IL was the fastest growing county in the US; its population grew by
110.4% (United States Census Bureau 2011).
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have control of only a small portion of the landscape. As an example, of the 400+ townships,
municipalities, and cities in the region, only 18 are CW members (Pruett-Jones 2012).
CW members and others face considerable challenges to conservation generally, a fact
that makes coordinated regional conservation even more problematic. Constrained financial
and staff resources make it difficult for landowning agencies to acquire new property or restore
existing preserves. Local planners may lack information or tools to integrate biodiversity
protection into plans and ordinances, or may not see this as an appropriate part of their role.
Political support may be lacking: members of the public have questioned restoration efforts in
the Chicago region, especially when tree removal or prescribed burning has been involved
(Shore 1997).
As a voluntary organization, Chicago Wilderness has sought to overcome these
challenges by sharing information, forging strategic partnerships, promoting research, and
undertaking targeted outreach strategies. The Chicago Wilderness website serves as a
clearinghouse for a suite of conservation tools-everything from model conservation
subdivision ordinances to information on natural landscaping. Member organizations can bring
problems to the group and leverage the collective knowledge of 262 members. Personal
connections and associated inter-organizational trust have created more opportunities for
working together, and the Chicago Wilderness organization has created a research agenda for
the region and helped find funding to implement it. Recently, CW's Sustainable Watershed
Action Team (SWAT) has provided targeted technical assistance to counties, municipalities, and
townships engaged in local green infrastructure planning efforts.
Given the diversity of stakeholders involved in landscape-scale conservation and
restoration and the barriers that these conservation actors face, this thesis asks: How do
voluntary networks of stakeholders, like Chicago Wilderness, implement regional conservation
priorities for preserving and managing land? What barriers do these networks, and the
individual member organizations within them, face, and how do they overcome them? This
thesis also evaluates where the strategies and techniques used by the Chicago Wilderness
coalition are successful, and where they falter. By understanding how and where the CW
coalition succeeds and fails, I hope to draw lessons that will assist similar urban conservation
coalitions.
I chose to study Chicago Wilderness because the coalition exhibits traits that make it
likely to achieve its regional goals, therefore presenting a "most likely case" (Yin 2008). CW has
been operating for almost 20 years and has continually refined and adjusted its strategies to
improve results. Its planning efforts-particularly the Biodiversity Recovery Plan-have been
widely lauded as models for how to undertake regional conservation planning in an urban
context. Perhaps most importantly, the Chicago region benefits from a number of institutional
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advantages that make conservation much easier than in other regions: the presence of county-
level Forest Preserve Districts and Conservation Districts in Illinois have drastically increased
open space preservation, regional planning organizations have explicitly embraced CW goals,
and much of the region's endangered species are found in wetlands, which are protected by
state and federal statutes. Because of these advantages, studying Chicago Wilderness should
provide lessons about the promise and pitfalls of voluntary conservation coalitions operating
under favorable circumstances.
What emerges through interviews with CW members, conservationists, and planners
across the region is a story of mixed success. Over its 16-year history, the coalition has
developed a sophisticated package of tools, networking strategies, and technical assistance
programs that are well suited for member organizations and political conditions in its original
six-county geographic area. In these areas, the coalition has been very successful: counties have
adopted green infrastructure plans, forest preserve districts are acquiring land and adopting
ecological management techniques, and members of the public are increasingly engaged with
biodiversity protection. In these areas, CW has been successful at four things: 1) creating a
robust information hub that both preserves and grows institutional conservation knowledge; 2)
building trust and fostering relationships between conservation actors; 3) identifying and
responding to barriers preventing land acquisition and ecological management; and 4)
leveraging the coalition to increase funding, planning, and attention for biodiversity protection
in the region. The coalition has "tipped the scales" and helped transform the public
conversation about biodiversity protection, while also helping to build the capacity of member
organizations to pursue CW's regional biodiversity protection agenda.
Yet, in areas at the urban fringe, this package of tools has not been as effective. These
areas offer particular political and social conditions that are much less hospitable to the
government-led conservation solutions that have been successful in Chicago and its collar
counties. Many areas at the urban fringe still view themselves as rural, see little need for land
conservation, and eschew government efforts to regulate land use or acquire natural areas.
Organizations and governmental entities in these areas often have little capacity to engage in
biodiversity protection and little political support for expanding their missions in these ways.
Chicago Wilderness has faltered in these areas because it has struggled to adapt its messages,
tools, and strategies to these different political and organizational conditions. I argue that
Chicago Wilderness has struggled because it has done little to engage with the wants, needs, or
collective vision of residents in these areas. By wielding an urban suite of conservation tools
(particularly government acquisition, planning, and management), it has failed to energize
public support for conservation at the urban fringe. To spur conservation before unrestrained
suburban growth further fragments this landscape, CW will need to expand the range of
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solutions it provides to its members. It should seek to better understand the conservation needs
and preferences of these areas and craft strategies that respond directly to them.
THE LANDSCAPE OF THE GREATER CHICAGO REGION 2
It may seem strange to discuss regional conservation in the context of the nation's third
largest metropolitan area. After all, much of the conversation and scholarship around
landscape-scale conservation has focused on rural landscapes dominated by resource lands; few
efforts have targeted a landscape as fragmented or developed as Chicago. Yet the greater
Chicago region is a prime example of why regional conservation is necessary in an urban
context: the region is considered to be one of the most biologically diverse parts of the United
States, and it is losing land to suburban development at an alarming rate.
Illinois alone is home to 500 threatened or endangered species, many located within
metropolitan Chicago (Illinois Natural History Survey 2009). The region's biodiversity is a
direct response to the wide range of geologic, hydrologic, and climatic conditions found in the 7
million acre area. This is a landscape shaped by glaciers. Eskers, kames, moraines, and other
glacial features provide some of the region's most scenic (and most important) topographical
features, including the Marengo Ridge in McHenry County, Visitation Esker in southwestern
Cook County, and the Valparaiso Moraine along the southern end of the Lake Michigan basin.
Perhaps the most important feature of the region's glacial landscape, however, is its
hydrology. Unlike geologically older regions of the country, the Chicago region has few mature
rivers or streams. In many places, water simply runs off the land in sheets; elsewhere, it settles
into marshes, wetlands, or ponds before evaporating. Water is thus a defining feature of the
landscape. It is estimated that Wisconsin, Illinois, and Indiana had more than 25 million acres of
wetland areas before European settlement; today, less than 8 million acres remain (McCorvie &
Lant 1993).
Many of these wetlands were preserved within the greater Chicago region-protected
from farming by inhospitable topography or proximity to growing residential areas. Because
these wetlands were preserved, northeastern Illinois has a higher concentration of endangered
species than anywhere else in the state. Today, these isolated wetlands, fens, and sedge marshes
are home to over 100 threatened or endangered species, including the globally rare Hine's
emerald dragonfly and state endangered birds like common moorhens and black terns (Chicago
Wilderness 2011). While many wetlands are protected under state and federal statutes,
maintaining their hydrology and water quality is critical for protecting these species.
2 Throughout, references to the "Chicago region" or "greater Chicago region" are meant to include the 7
million acre, four-state region that Chicago Wilderness focuses on. Where the City of Chicago or the
eight-county Chicago metropolitan area is discussed, each is referenced specifically.
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Fire historically shaped those parts of the landscape not dominated by water. Sparked
by lightning or purposefully lit by Native Americans, wildfires created a wide range of habitat
conditions that fostered the region's biodiversity. Because these fires could travel quickly across
wide-open prairies, forests were rare; most forested areas were confined to protected areas, like
the leeward sides of major water bodies or topographical features. A wide range of prairies and
savanna habitats dominated the landscape. Both prairies and savannas were comprised of
numerous plant communities, each determined by soil moisture, texture, and /or composition.
Each of these communities harbors unique species assemblages: according to Chicago
Wilderness' Atlas of Biodiversity, over 350 different plant species were once found in the region's
prairie communities alone (Chicago Wilderness 2011).
Human settlement has devastated many of these natural communities, putting the
region's biodiversity at risk. Invasive species, fire suppression, hydrologic alteration, and
unchecked suburban growth have fragmented habitats, diminished native diversity, and
threatened entire biological communities. These threats pose a significant challenge for the
region's conservation community: all require regional cooperation in order to effectively
mitigate their impacts.
Invasive species are perhaps the greatest threat to the biodiversity of the greater Chicago
region (Chicago Wilderness 2006; Lah 2012; Ross 2012). In numerous interviews, natural
resource managers, non-profit staff members, and others bemoaned the pervasive effect that
these species are having on native plant communities. Combating invasives is an enormous
undertaking: with roughly 370,000 acres conserved in the region and almost 2 million acres of
priority natural areas, significant resources are needed to stem their spread. According to
Glennemeier, it would take between $10 million and $48 million to restore just 70% of the
region's 42,574 acres of upland forest, woodland, and savanna in northeast Illinois and the
Indiana Dunes area (Glennemeier 2004).
Invasive species outcompete natives, often by out-growing shade-intolerant species or
altering soil or water conditions. With few predators or checks on their growth, they also reduce
native diversity. In a study of the region's wetland vegetation, Bowles and Jones found that
alien species had increased in almost all communities since 1976; in marshes, the study
discovered almost a 50% loss in species richness (Bowles & Jones 2006). Some invasives, like
buckthorn, can alter the hydrologic regime; this ultimately places threatened wetland
communities at greater risk. While areas overrun by non-natives may appear to harbor
significant diversity, they often suffer from reduced ecological function and do little to preserve
the region's natural heritage.
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The mosaic of urban and natural lands that typifies the Chicago region exacerbates and
complicates the problem. Roads serve as a perfect network for the dispersal of invasive species,
and dogs, children, and automobiles facilitate this spread (Forman & Alexander 1998; Tyser &
Worley 1992). Roads create "human-disturbed micro-habitats to which alien plants are often
well adapted" (Tyser & Worley 1992, 254). Roads also increase pollutant loads and runoff rates
to nearby water bodies, increase mammal and amphibian mortality rates, and create barriers to
plant and animal movement (Forman & Alexander 1998). Because roads and urban
development have relegated native communities to small habitat patches, the introduction of
invasives can severely reduce native species diversity (Bowles & Jones 2006). Recolonization of
these patches by native species is often impossible without human intervention.
Uncoordinated suburban growth poses the second major threat to the biodiversity of the
region. In the next 40 years, the population of the Chicago metropolitan region is projected to
increase by roughly 25 percent, but estimates suggest that the developed area could increase by
up to 55 percent if different development patterns are not adopted (Chicago Metropolitan
Agency for Planning 2010; Openlands Project 1999). Before the recession, Will and Kendall
Counties-located on the edge of the Chicago metropolitan area-were two of the fastest
growing counties in the country. Rapid suburban growth directly consumes natural areas,
fragments remaining habitat patches, and surrounds existing natural areas. While regional
planning organizations like the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP), the
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission (NIPC, CMAP's predecessor), and the Northwest
Indiana Regional Planning Commission (NIRPC) have sought to constrain suburban
development, their power to do so is limited. In the words of Nancy Williamson of the Illinois
Department of Natural Resources, "[Illinois is] the home-rule capitol of the
universe... everything has to go to local jurisdictions" (Williamson 2012).
Since MacArthur and Wilson posited their theory of island biogeography, numerous
studies have confirmed that small, isolated habitat patches harbor significantly less biodiversity
than larger, better-connected ones (Pickett 1985; Noss & Harris 1986). Urban growth at the
metropolitan fringe drives this fragmentation, displacing native diversity by reducing patch
sizes and cutting off habitat corridors (Fahrig 2003; Picket 1985). The political fragmentation of
the region does not help; a lack of communication and coordination between units of local
government often prevents a development strategy that could better preserve high quality
habitat. Without regional governance or incentives to promote coordination, government-led
conservation-and the land it protects-becomes fragmented.
Hydrologic alteration is the third major threat to the region's biodiversity. As discussed
earlier, most parts of the Chicago region have very poor drainage. In this young and poorly
drained landscape, much of the water finds its way to wetlands, fens, and sedge marshes.
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Pollutants, including elevated nitrogen levels, are associated with negative changes in these
wetlands; they are implicated in the prevalence of non-natives and a decline in native aquatic
species (Bowles & Jones 2004, Paul & Meyer 2001). Development and associated impervious
surfaces increase rates of stormwater runoff and contribute a host of organic and inorganic
pollutants that impact aquatic diversity across political boundaries (Arnold & Gibbons 1996).
The impact has been clear: in 2012, roughly 60% of Illinois streams were rated fair or poor for
supporting indigenous aquatic life (Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 2012). Stormwater
runoff also exacerbates flood risk: in the summer of 2010, flooding in Illinois required more than
$300 million in disaster assistance (FEMA 2011).
Development also impacts local water bodies by directly consuming water. While four-
fifths of the Chicago metropolitan region's residents rely on Lake Michigan for their water
needs, a growing number of exurban residents rely on groundwater or withdrawals from the
Fox or Kankakee Rivers. Groundwater withdrawals have led to decreased water levels in some
streams in the region and have caused changes in water quality, including increased
concentrations of heavy metals and salts (Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning 2010). In
addition to creating conflicts with plant and animal species that rely on wetlands and certain
stream flows, limited groundwater supplies put a cap on residential and urban development in
outlying areas; contamination may require major capital investments and ultimately increases
water treatment costs.
Fire suppression is the fourth major threat to the region's biodiversity. As discussed
above, fire was historically a primary driver of habitat diversity in the upper Midwest. As
development has spread outwards, many of the seasonal fires that helped sustain the region's
unique biological landscape have been suppressed. In their absence, forest cover has increased
and fire-intolerant species-once rare in the area-are now prevalent. Many of the region's oak
savannas have seen substantial losses of oak saplings and native shrubs and are now being
increasingly dominated by maples (Bowles et. al. 2005). Fire-intolerant invasive species have
colonized both prairie and savanna communities, and diversity has subsequently declined.
Bowles and Jones found that biennial burning was required in order to maintain the structure of
certain prairie communities; the majority of studied stands, however, were burned less than
40% of the time (Bowles & Jones 2006).
Forest preserve districts, conservation districts, land trusts, and other land management
agencies in the region have had a hard time convincing residents of the benefits of both fire and
active ecological management. In the words of Brook McDonald, President/ CEO of The
Conservation Foundation, most residents are still under the impression that "everything green
is good" (McDonald 2012). It has been difficult to convince residents and elected officials that
fire is a necessary part of this landscape; it has been even more difficult to convince them that
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trees were once a much rarer part of the biological community (Elam 2012). Restoration
activities have been surprisingly contentious as a result. In 1996, the Cook County Board
President issued an Executive Order banning all restoration on Forest Preserve of Cook County
lands-a direct response to vociferous public opposition, mainly to the cutting of trees and
prescribed burning near homes (Shore 1997). Similar protests had occurred earlier in DuPage
County, again in response to burning and tree removal.
These four threats to biodiversity-sprawl, the spread of invasive species, hydrologic
alteration, and fire suppression-are challenging to address because they fail to recognize
political or institutional boundaries. Unchecked exurban development will continue to consume
natural areas without coordinated land use planning, invasive species will easily recolonize
habitat patches if they exist nearby, and stormwater runoff in upstream municipalities will
continue to impact downstream jurisdictions. Only coordinated efforts to address these threats
will yield meaningful biological progress; a landscape-scale approach is needed.
CHICAGO WILDERNESS
Chicago Wilderness arose because conservationists in the region understood that this
biological, organizational, and political fragmentation would increasingly undermine their
efforts. By the early 1990s, the challenges associated with protecting the region's biodiversity
were clear. Despite the fact that almost 99,000 acres were conserved in local forest preserves, the
region's abundant biodiversity was in decline. Invasive species were pervasive and few
agencies had the resources to combat the threat. Few in the conservation community believed
that the public would support the level of resources needed to truly protect the region's
biodiversity; public apathy had led to neglect, vandalism, and little support for the financial
resources necessary for ecological management (Ross 1997). Yet the region had a wealth of
organizations supportive of or dedicated to conservation-from local forest preserve and
conservation districts to vibrant research and cultural institutions.
Beginning in 1993, a group of northeastern Illinois' "biodiversity leaders" began meeting
to discuss threats to the region's biodiversity and the possibility of improving coordination
between conservation organizations. According to Laurel Ross, then at The Nature
Conservancy, the meetings were "the brainchild of a few of us who...were hoping for increased
synergy among conservationists in the region, but who had no more specific goal in mind"
(Ross 1997, 19). Over the course of three years, the group grew to include representatives of 34
of the region's leading conservation institutions-from The Nature Conservancy to local forest
preserve districts to the Morton Arboretum and Brookfield Zoo. Representatives saw that
working together could potentially yield benefits for regional biodiversity protection, yet were
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wary that collaboration could infringe on their organizations' autonomy. Nonetheless, they
sensed areas of weakness that would benefit from a more coordinated effort and began creating
a laundry list of needs and a Memorandum of Understanding to guide the group's efforts (Ross
1997).
By the time the group officially announced the formation of the Chicago Wilderness
coalition in April 1996, representatives of the 34 organizations had made a firm commitment to
work together to promote regional biodiversity protection. Conversations over the preceding
years had helped solidify the partnership as a "loose network of organizations working both
jointly and separately" to promote understanding of the region's biodiversity and build support
for its protection, restoration, and stewardship. Members' lobbying efforts had resulted in
$700,000 in Forest Service funding that the coalition distributed to 28 collaborative projects; the
selected projects were partnerships between at least two organizations, reflected "an effort that
would not have been possible" without the coalition, and had to relate directly to the goals and
priorities established by the coalition (Ross 1997, 23).
At its outset, Chicago Wilderness offered the promise of additional resources for
conservationists, but the way forward was unclear: there was significant uncertainty about how
a large, collaborative effort would affect the autonomy or priorities of individual organizations
(Ross 1997). The coalition recognized that in order to be truly effective, they needed to create a
strategic set of priorities that could guide members' work and help direct federal and
philanthropic funds across the entire region-a regional plan. In the words of one member
interviewed by Retzlaff, "there was a need for a regional plan because.. .there was never a broad
perspective. Efforts to protect the environment were only focused at specific developments,
with little consideration about how those efforts fit into the broader perspective of the region"
(Retzlaff 2008, 50).
The founding members of Chicago Wilderness proposed the idea of a biodiversity
recovery plan-a document that would help set priorities and guide regional efforts. Because of
the importance of having a guiding vision, the group selected it as their first major project, and
secured funding from a variety of federal, state, and philanthropic sources (Retzlaff 2008).
When it was completed in 1999, the Biodiversity Recovery Plan was a landmark for the Chicago
region. It represented a momentous collective effort on the part of the conservation community
and provided a blueprint for preserving, protecting, and augmenting the biodiversity of the
region.
The Biodiversity Recovery Plan has four main goals. First, it seeks to involve and engage
more citizens in conservation. It calls for stronger local government support for conservation
efforts, increased private sector involvement, and broader participation from the region's
residents. Second, it calls for land managers to improve the scientific basis of ecological
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management by developing performance standards, identifying research needs and priorities,
and specifying results that must be achieved. Lastly, it calls for greater protection of important
natural communities and restoration of existing natural areas. It says that the quality of existing
natural areas must be improved or maintained and areas for future acquisition must be
identified and prioritized. Corridors must be established and natural communities must be
restored to sufficient size. Specific recovery goals and targets are given for all of the region's
major natural community types. The plan also makes suggestions about specific land
acquisitions, management strategies, scientific research, and policy choices that will help
achieve the plan's goals.
The Biodiversity Recovery Plan made broad recommendations about the region's natural
areas, but it didn't identify exactly where these areas were located in the region; it provided a
regional plan but not necessarily a regional vision. In 2004, Chicago Wilderness supplemented
the plan when it adopted the Green Infrastructure Vision (GIV), a "visual 'action plan'...for the
Biodiversity Recovery Plan" (Chicago Wilderness 2004, 2). The GIV identifies roughly 140
resource protection areas (totaling 1.8 million acres) in an expansive, four-state region. These
"green blobs" represent macro-scale opportunities for biodiversity protection in the Chicago
region, and are a visual depiction of the large-scale conservation efforts foreseen by the
Biodiversity Recovery Plan. The Green Infrastructure Vision, however, was meant to be exactly that:
a vision. According to one individual who was deeply involved in the creation of the plan,
"This is not a detailed plan.. .it's a vision. It's not intended to be actionable in terms of what
lands to acquire or ways to regulate" those lands.
In a nod to the challenges of conserving 1.8 million acres in a 7+ million-acre, heavily
populated region, the coalition identified protection strategies for each of the 140 priority
natural areas. These ranged from direct acquisition to conservation easements, greenway
connections, or restoration (Chicago Wilderness 2004). The GIV makes recommendations about
the type of development that each area can support, with the most sensitive areas slated for no
new development and more robust areas receiving limited conservation development.
The task force that helped write the GIV also put forth guidelines for what conservation
development should look like across the region. The purpose, according to the final report, was
"to identify recommendations for how projected development and redevelopment should be
planned and designed to maximize preservation and restoration of biodiversity" (Chicago
Wilderness 2004, 8). Suggestions include practices like preserving natural topography, utilizing
site designs that minimize impervious area, and avoiding sensitive natural areas and hydrologic
features. These recommendations were subsequently refined and adopted by Chicago
Wilderness as the "Sustainable Development Principles for Protecting Nature in the Chicago
Wilderness Region," one of many sets of tools that Chicago Wilderness has created to promote
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best practices (Chicago Wilderness 2004).
The Biodiversity Recovery Plan and the Green Infrastructure Vision provided the growing
coalition with a rallying point-a vision for what regional biodiversity protection could look
like in the greater Chicago region. The problems confronting the region's biodiversity were (and
are) regional in scope, and piecemeal efforts by conservationists in the region had led to
minimal progress.3 While the formation of Chicago Wilderness had started a conversation about
how these groups could work together, the Biodiversity Recovery Plan and Green Infrastructure
Vision provided valuable guidance and inspiration for members' work. It also continued a
conversation about how Chicago Wilderness could better support these members.
Implementing these plans is no easy task for the coalition. Because Chicago Wilderness is
a voluntary coalition with little ability to implement these goals on its own, it relies completely
on member organizations to buy, manage, and advocate for natural areas in a way that will
protect biodiversity regionally. This puts the organization in an interesting position: in order to
make progress, it must convince its members to first buy in to these conservation goals and then
to implement them. While the coalition has done an admirable job incorporating members'
priorities into both the BRP and GIV (thus ensuring that they will be at least partially
implemented), individual member organizations still face a variety of barriers in adopting
regional conservation goals. These barriers complicate Chicago Wilderness' efforts to
implement both the BRP and the GIV.
CHICAGO WILDERNESS TODAY
The members that are tasked with implementing these plans are numerous and
increasingly varied. Chicago Wilderness has grown from 34 members at its inception to roughly
260 today and has expanded its geographic area to include a seven million-acre, four-state
region. Members' participation with the coalition varies, as does the extent to which members
have the ability to implement CW's regional conservation vision.
Roughly half of the member organizations have direct control over land management.
These include local park, forest preserve, and conservation districts, land trusts, nature centers,
and local units of government. The remainder are comprised of non-profit organizations,
educational institutions, and cultural and research institutions, like the Field Museum and
Brookfield Zoo. The majority of the non-profit organizations have an environmental focus-
either on education or advocacy. Local units of government-townships, municipalities, and
3 Chicago Wilderness' The State of Our Chicago Wilderness: A Report Card on the Ecological Health of
the Region, released in 2006, graded every one of the region's natural community types-from
woodlands to lakes-as poor in quality (equating to grades of C to D) (Chicago Wilderness
2006).
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counties-make up a small fraction of the member organizations, but have considerable control
over land use in the Chicago region. The leadership team at Chicago Wilderness hopes to
recruit more of these; Executive Director Melinda Pruett-Jones stated that "We have 18 right
now, and we'd like that to be much closer to a larger number" (Pruett-Jones 2012).
Members are divided into two categories: General Members and Executive Council
Members. Executive Council Members are required to make a larger commitment to the
coalition by attending meetings, chairing committees or task forces, and paying more towards
membership dues; currently, there are 52 Executive Council Members. Most of the coalition's
growth over the last 15 years has been fueled by the growth of General Members. These
members aren't recruited directly; typically they have some interaction with Chicago
Wilderness or see some need that the coalition can fill. Pruett-Jones suggests that some of the
coalition's award and recognition programs, like its native landscaping awards program,
encourage organizations to become members (Pruett-Jones 2012). Several interviewees
suggested that Chicago Wilderness' role as a pass-through organization for federal funds has
been the primary driver of membership growth (Pruett-Jones 2012; Ross 2012).
When talking about the Biodiversity Recovery Plan and Green Infrastructure Vision, however,
Pruett-Jones categorizes members in three informal categories: founders, framers, and general
members. Founders are the original 34 organizations that established CW in the 1990s. They are
some of the largest organizations in the coalition and have the resources and staff capacity to
actively participate in the coalition's work. They include large environmental organizations like
The Nature Conservancy and federal agencies like the US Forest Service and the Fish and
Wildlife Service. Lucy Hutcherson, Director of Conservation & Communication Programs for
Chicago Wilderness, says that these "larger organizations can commit to sustained efforts-
things like chairing a committee or initiative, being at every meeting, or tracking work"
(Hutcherson 2012). Framers are those organizations (and individuals) that were most closely
involved in creating and shaping the Biodiversity Recovery Plan and Green Infrastructure Vision.
They may be less involved with other efforts, but they dedicated themselves to shaping and
disseminating these regional conservation visions. Lastly, general members (largely
corresponding to the coalition's official General Members) make up the majority of the
coalition. The participation of these organizations varies, and they are most likely to get
involved only when CW efforts closely align with their typical focus.
The wide range of members and varying ways they engage with the coalition complicate
efforts to implement Chicago Wilderness' regional conservation goals. Because members
participate voluntarily, success is closely tied to how well the coalition convinces and assists
these organizations in working towards regional biodiversity protection. But member
organizations face barriers that prevent them from collaborating in regional conservation efforts
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and keep them from pursuing biodiversity protection locally. In order to increase its ability to
help members pursue regional goals, Chicago Wilderness has worked to better understand
these barriers and create a suite of tools and strategies that can help overcome them.
BARRIERS TO REGIONAL BIODIVERSITY PROTECTION
In a politically and biologically fragmented landscape like the greater Chicago region,
regional conservation is complicated. To be most effective, voluntary coalitions like Chicago
Wilderness must first entice cooperation from organizations across the region and then
convince these organizations to adopt and implement their regional goals. Both of these tasks
take considerable effort: building an effective conservation coalition requires collecting a wide-
ranging geographic membership, and implementing plans requires the varied coalition
members described above to adopt and implement priorities set by another entity.
Pervasive threats to the region's biodiversity require a coordinated, region-wide effort. As
discussed earlier, threats like invasive species or water pollution are most effectively tackled at
a region-wide scale; a patchwork effort-with only certain organizations or parts of the region
making strong efforts to restore biodiversity-significantly undermines other organizations'
work. While Chicago Wilderness benefits from having "boots on the ground" in many parts of
the region, the coalition's 262 members are unevenly distributed. In areas where there are no
members or where membership is sparse, CW and its regional plans have less influence over
the conservation actions of local actors. This creates a significant threat to regional progress. As
an example, membership among municipalities-which arguably have considerable clout in
helping to implement the BRP and GIV-is sparse. Only 18 out of almost 400 municipalities are
part of the coalition, even though "they're going to be really important for implementation of
the GIV" (Pruett-Jones 2012). The areas that have been most successful at pursuing Chicago
Wilderness' goals-areas like McHenry County-often have multiple CW members across a
range of sectors. According to Lisa Haderlein, Executive Director of The Land Conservancy of
McHenry County, "just having that kind of infrastructure [numerous non-profit advocacy
organizations] has helped to keep people engaged. They don't have to create it.. .it's there, it's
something they can tap into" (Haderlein 2012). Areas without CW members (or other
established environmental organizations) will likely have fewer individuals advocating for
regional biodiversity protection or pursuing projects in line with CW's regional goals.
Simply having CW members present in an area does not guarantee that regional
conservation in line with the Biodiversity Recovery Plan or Green Infrastructure Vision will happen
on its own, however. In a study of the coalition, Elizabeth McCance characterized members'
involvement on a continuum ranging from passive (reading CW materials) to active
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(participating in meetings and projects) to integrative (aligning organizational priorities with
CW's priorities) (McCance 2011). The majority of members are passively involved with the
coalition; according to Melinda Pruett-Jones, of the 262 member organizations, only 50 are
consistently engaged-others participate on a much more ad hoc basis (Pruett-Jones 2012).
Spurring greater participation is challenging because organizations fear threats to their
autonomy, may not be familiar with CW's goals, or have limited capacity or interest in
engaging with the coalition.
A conflict with organizational autonomy is perhaps the biggest barrier keeping Chicago
Wilderness members from fully committing to the coalition. Asking members to buy in to a
regional vision and regionally-designed goals is asking them, to an extent, to set aside their own
goals and priorities. Some organizations may be willing to accept minor encroachments on their
"turf" if these encroachments subsequently increase their influence, help better manage
competition, or improve projects by better leveraging funding (Breckenridge 1999; Barman
2002; Shaw 2003). Most often, however, organizations and government agencies tend to shy
away from such collaboration. Non-profits, in particular, will often claim to be different or
distinct from rivals-a strategy that improves the chances of funding success, but creates more
competitive relationships with other organizations (Barman 2002). Thomson supports this
finding, writing that organizations are "initially highly competitive because they [perceive
partnerships] as a threat to their autonomy" (Thomson 2006, 29). Such turf-guarding behavior
has been noted as a barrier to inter- and intra-governmental cooperation as well (Thomas 2003).
This has presented the coalition with a significant, and ongoing, challenge: before it can get
members to adopt or implement the Biodiversity Recovery Plan and Green Infrastructure Vision, it
first needs to allay fears that doing so will negatively impact members' autonomy. The coalition
has struggled with this since its inception (Ross 1997). While it has tried to overcome this
challenge by setting broad, non-specific targets, even these are perilous: planners may view the
GIV as a somewhat useless planning tool because it provides only vague guidance (Elam 2012).
Regional conservation is further complicated when coalition members lack an
understanding of regional goals (in this case, the BRP and GIV) or were not involved in their
creation. When the Biodiversity Recovery Plan was finalized in 1999, Chicago Wilderness had
only 88 members; today, it has over three times that number (Chicago Wilderness 1999).
Members that were not involved in the planning process may be unfamiliar with plan goals or
how these goals impact their organization. As an example, Jesse Elam, Senior Planner at CMAP
worries that "the folks who are best suited to implement [the GIV]-the forest preserves,
municipalities, private funders, and so on-are not as engaged in developing the map or care
about it as much as it would be nice that they did.. .I'm not sure that this vision represents their
vision that well" (Elam 2012). Members that only participate passively with the coalition are
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likely to feel similarly; many simply don't know what CW's regional goals are (Pettit 2012;
Haderlein 2012).
These members are generally unwilling to adopt a plan or a set of regional goals that they
do not understand or had no part in creating. In the words of Nancy Williamson, one of the
framers of the Green Infrastructure Vision, "one of the things we discovered was that no one's
going to adopt [the GIV] unless they were in on the ground floor, knew what it was all about,
and went through all the steps with it" (Williamson 2012). In McHenry County, for example, the
McHenry County Green Infrastructure Plan came about specifically because decision makers did
not want to directly incorporate the Green Infrastructure Vision into their 2030 Comprehensive
Plan; they wanted a product that reflected the uniqueness of the county (Sandquist 2012). Given
that the CW coalition continues to grow, new membership may present a challenge to
implementation of the BRP and GIV. If new members simply proceed with their current work
and do little to participate with the coalition more actively, it is unclear what benefit the BRP or
GIV will provide for regional biodiversity protection.
Regional collaboration requires a considerable amount of trust-in the coalition, in the
quality or necessity of its plans, and in partner organizations. Melinda Pruett-Jones puts it well:
"Chicago Wilderness could have a gazillion dollars, but that's now how [conservation projects]
succeed: it has to happen at the local level with a trusted partner" (Pruett-Jones 2012). Inter-
organizational trust is important because it decreases organizations' concerns about loss of
autonomy, allows them to address challenges as they arise, and helps to stabilize partnership
arrangements (Thomson 2006; Campbell 2003; Tsasis 2009). It is difficult to engender, however,
because it requires representatives of organizations to forge personal relationships, "de-
emphasize individual organizational goals," and understand the culture of the other entity
(Campbell 2003; Shaw 2003). Each of these tasks requires time and is more likely if a member
organization has past experience working with other organizations (Shaw 2003). Convincing
passively engaged members-organizations that may have little experience with the coalition or
with other members-to buy in to collaborative goals may be difficult without first taking steps
to build inter-organizational trust.
This presents a considerable challenge for CW because the majority of member
organizations are only passively engaged with the coalition. Passive involvement maximizes
the benefits to an organization while minimizing the opportunity costs often associated with
collaborative work (McCance 2011). However, passive involvement, as discussed earlier, does
little to further regional conservation efforts. One reason that members may be passively
engaged is because they do not have the time or staff to engage actively-attending meetings,
participating in planning efforts, or realigning their internal goals. According to Lucy
Hutcherson, Director of Conservation & Communication Programs for Chicago Wilderness,
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"medium and small organizations participate on things that are shorter time commitments or
smaller in scope. And they'll do that only if it directly relates to their work or their interest or
emphasis" (Hutcherson 2012). Lisa Haderlein, Executive Director of The Land Conservancy of
McHenry County (a small organization located 50 miles from the Loop), puts it this way:
"People at CW are probably sick of hearing me talk about the challenges of those of us who
work on the fringe.. .for us to go into Chicago for committee meetings. From a practical
standpoint, we're on the list and get invitations, but rarely are we able to find the time to
attend" (Haderlein 2012). With such a geographically large coalition, many of the members will
face similar constraints; some may not have the time or staff to coordinate even with nearby
agencies.
Some members' participation is tied to the interest or engagement of one or two staff
members. These staff advocates advance CW goals within their organization, stay abreast of the
coalition's work, and help to ensure that their organization's agenda doesn't conflict with the
coalition's goals. A member organization can therefore go from an active participant to a casual
observer if their primary Chicago Wilderness contact leaves; an organization's conservation
goals must be codified in order to ensure long-term participation (Layzer 2008). Laurel Ross,
one of the founders of CW, referenced how the coalition's relationship with the local EPA office
completely changed after an EPA staff contact retired; now, EPA plays a very minor role in the
coalition (Ross 2012). Changes in elected officials and senior staff can also influence the degree
to which an organization adopts CW plans as its own. In a 2011 paper, Elizabeth McCance
found that perceived leadership support for the network greatly influences how participants
view the benefits of collaboration (McCance 2011).
The biggest challenge with pursuing regional conservation through a voluntary coalition,
however, is that Chicago Wilderness must actively persuade members to implement regional
goals. While none of the Chicago Wilderness member organizations have priorities that conflict
with the vision laid out in the BRP or GIV, few of them are specifically working to implement
these plans. One member holds the coalition at least partly accountable for this disconnect: "I'm
not sure that the project planning and follow through has been as good as it could be. They
haven't really followed up on the Biodiversity Recovery Plan, or worked too much on projects to
help implement it.. .it has a lot of process challenges." Others cited the coalition's focus on new
planning projects as taking away from the slow but necessary work of implementation. For
example, Jeff Mengler and Laurel Ross cited consternation among land managers that CW has
lost its focus on restoration work (Mengler 2012; Ross 2012). Partially because of the vagaries of
philanthropic funding, the coalition has been forced to focus on one novel planning process
after another, limiting its effectiveness in implementation. Without a strong push to adopt the
coalition's priorities and help implement them, members have continued to pursue their own
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agendas.
ORGANIZATIONAL BARRIERS TO CONSERVATION
Voluntary regional conservation is further complicated by the fact that organizations face
barriers not only to regional efforts, but also to conservation generally. Even setting aside the
ambitious goals of the Biodiversity Recovery Plan and Green Infrastructure Vision, conserving land
and managing it well is hard for various land management agencies. Land managers, non-profit
staff, and bureaucrats are faced with competing priorities that undermine their ability to
conserve biodiversity. They often lack the resources to expand or improve their conservation
efforts, the staff capacity or political cover to broaden their work, or the ability to communicate
effectively with their constituencies about the need for enhanced biodiversity protection.
One of the primary reasons that organizations stumble when trying to conserve or better
manage land is a lack of capacity. In this context, capacity has three components: financial and
institutional resources, access to adequate information and expertise, and staff education,
competency, and availability. Conservation practitioners across the Chicago region routinely
cited challenges in these areas as the primary barriers to doing the good work that is needed to
protect the region's biodiversity.
A lack of financial resources is one of the biggest challenges to land acquisition, invasive
species management, and ecological restoration (Lemonides & Young 1978). Without a secure
funding source, "agencies might not have the resources.. .to implement plans" and proactive
conservation actions are less likely (Rottle 2006, 167; Freeman & Ray 2001). Talking about
removing invasive species, Brook McDonald of The Conservation Foundation says, "It's very
labor intensive, removing buckthorn and honeysuckle. It's a labor-intensive activity and it costs
money" (McDonald 2012). Elizabeth Kessler, Executive Director of the McHenry County
Conservation District, agrees: "Speaking just to conservation, we have sites that we'd love to do
more restoration efforts and such, but we have limited capacity for stewardship and
restoration.. .That ties in to funding... We need to have resources on the ground to do that type
of work" (Kessler 2012). Fewer financial resources means less acquisition, less active
management, and less money available for long-term planning. A lack of financial resources can
also hinder an organization's ability to engage with other agencies' land use planning or
conservation efforts. Non-profit organizations, in particular, may have few resources to engage
with collaborative efforts because their activities are restricted to various grant-supported
programs (Gerber 2012).
Financial resources are in short supply because conservation increases the cost of
remaining land. As the supply of available land decreases, the price of land creeps up, making
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land conservation more expensive (Elam 2012). The financial tools that organizations have at
their disposal are limited; most entities rely on tax revenue (typically through bond measures)
or charitable donations to fund land purchases. This creates a catch-22: tax revenue is the direct
result of development, which often consumes the very land that conservationists are trying to
preserve. In the words of Jeff Mengler, co-chair of the GIV task force, "Our whole tax revenue
system does not promote open space.. .it promotes development" (Mengler 2012).
Finding tax dollars to preserve open space is often one of the lowest priorities for local
and county governments. Tax receipts have fallen during the recent economic slump, which
reduces dollars available for acquisition, maintenance, and staff and other resources. This has
resulted in staff cuts and budget reductions for most public agencies in the region (Ross 2012).
Most agencies are having difficulty funding any type of conservation effort right now-even if
conservation is part of their core mission. In some places, agencies with money available to buy
land can't afford to manage it; in Kendall County, for example, the Forest Preserve District's
2007 bond referendum provided money for land acquisition, but tax receipts (which provide
money for management and maintenance) have not kept pace (Pettit 2012).
The availability of funding has a political dimension as well. In many parts of the Chicago
area-but particularly in areas at the rural fringe-the Tea Party and other conservative
coalitions have gained majorities on local and county boards. Many of these politicians feel that
"the less government does, the better;" land acquisition is viewed as both an affront to private
property rights and an undue expansion of government (McDonald 2012). This obviously has a
direct impact on the funding allocated for acquisition, but it also can curtail land use planning
efforts, research into best land management practices, or public education programs that can
contribute to broader political support.
Organizations also face financial constraints because they must often compete with others
for operational or programmatic funds. In the words of Lucy Hutcherson, Director of
Conservation & Communication Programs for Chicago Wilderness, "there's a limited pool of
supporters out there that most of these organizations are going for" (Hutcherson 2012).
Particularly for local land trusts and grant-funded governmental programs, philanthropic
dollars can be at the core of their funding stream. Small organizations with few staff and limited
resources can have difficulty competing with larger organizations for this funding because they
are less able to put together competitive grant applications (Lemonides & Young 1978). Lisa
Haderlein of The Land Conservancy of McHenry County describes it this way: "When there are
grant proposals or grant opportunities to help advance something.. .we can't find the time put a
proposal together, because we're just buried in our existing obligations. That's very frustrating"
(Haderlein 2012).
Before organizations can even compete for these funds, however, they have to know
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about them. Even organizations that are actively looking for funds can miss opportunities; this
most often challenges small organizations, but can also impact larger non-profits and
government entities where staff is overworked. Many organizations also lack connections with
some of the federal and state agencies that often provide funds. Individuals that I interviewed
consistently mentioned the benefit of personal connections in securing or learning of funding;
Kristopher Lah with the USFWS described a situation in which personal connections between
FWS staff and Abbot Labs created grant opportunities that funded better management of the
Labs' wetland lands. (Lah 2012).
Biodiversity conservation-whether through acquisition, ecological management, or
smart land use planning-also requires agencies to have accurate information. Access to this
information varies considerably across agencies; even wealthy, well-resourced municipalities
may have limited GIS capability or biological expertise (Williamson 2012).
The primary challenge that land managers face is having accurate, actionable information
about the landscape that they manage. For municipalities and counties, this entails having an
understanding of where natural resources are located, how development will affect them, and
how future development can be shaped to minimize negative impacts. Most municipalities
simply don't have this type of knowledge-they either rely on state data or partner with local
land trusts or advocacy organizations. Similarly, forest preserves and conservation districts
require information about their landholdings and how best to manage them. Gathering this
information (and then acting upon it) is often outside the capacity of these agencies; they rely on
anecdotal accounts or staff expertise (Pettit 2012).
Even when data is available, it may not be detailed enough or actionable. According to
Jeff Mengler, co-chair of the GIV task force, GIS land cover data was used as the basis for new
maps during the current update of the Green Infrastructure Vision. When this data was presented
to land managers with on-the-ground expertise, "they actually got pretty mad at us" (Mengler
2012). The data, based primarily on state information, was completely inaccurate on a site-by-
site scale: in some places where it showed forests, for example, there were actually just woody
shrubs. What's more, data layers often do not line up with one another or do not provide
comparable information. State land cover classifications (and resulting GIS data layers) vary
between Illinois and Indiana, for example (Elam 2012).
Scientific research is just beginning to catch up with the needs of the region's conservation
community. According to Greg Mueller, one of the founders of Chicago Wilderness, few
scientists in the region were studying the greater Chicago area when the coalition first formed.
Even at The Field Museum, most researchers were working internationally (Mueller 2012). One
of the original goals of Chicago Wilderness was to coordinate research efforts and get better
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information into the hands of land managers. In the past, land managers lacked good
information about weed management, prescribed burning, or the eradication of pest species. As
climate change begins to alter the region's ecology, managers will need data and best practices
for adapting to shifts in plant and animal communities (Pruett-Jones 2012).
Lastly, the data or information that is available may not be credible to decision makers.
Interviewees suggested that elected boards or commissions have viewed anecdotal reports or
management strategies suggested by staff skeptically. Jeff Mengler described a situation in Will
County in which the head of the Forest Preserve District needed "more credibility than her just
telling them herself" to convince the commissioners about the need for feral cat management
(Mengler 2012). Without objective, credible information backed by outside expertise, staff
members in these situations may not be able to advocate for the resources that they need to
acquire new land or manage their existing properties well.
The abilities, number, and dedication of staff can also make the difference between
impressive and mediocre conservation actions. In a lot of organizations, staff is extremely
limited. Many rural townships have maybe one or two staff members who sometimes work for
less than four hours a week (Williamson 2012). When there is one, "the small town planner,"
writes Warren, "is by nature a generalist handling a wide range of issues and responsibilities"
(Warren 2011, 90). This presents a significant barrier to conservation; a study of watershed
management efforts by Brody et al. found that these efforts are strongest in areas that "have
large planning staffs" (Brody et al. 2004, 48). Most often, volunteer boards or commissions are
the ones that undertake planning activities; members of these boards typically have little
planning expertise. Nancy Williamson of the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, in
talking about a stormwater management discussion in Boone County, identifies the primary
challenge: "[The county board] is a committee of ordinary guys... and suddenly they're charged
with doing something with which they have no expertise" (Williamson 2012). These boards,
particularly in rural areas, may not even know what questions to ask developers when they
propose a subdivision in their jurisdiction (Williamson 2012). Kaplan et al. summarize the
challenge nicely: "The planning officials charged with these [land use] decisions generally have
little formal training in planning. Although many attend workshops and read material related
to their responsibilities, to a large extent the commissioners learn as they perform their duties,
by becoming better acquainted with master plans and ordinances, listening to more experienced
committee members, and hearing the advice of consultants" (Kaplan et al. 2008, 64).
Even with well-informed staff or decision makers, there are sometimes simply not enough
people to undertake the work that needs to be done. Talking about invasive species removal in
DuPage County forest preserves, Brook McDonald puts it this way: "It's a very labor intensive
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process... [it's] not so much the herbicide or the equipment that's expensive, but the
labor... [They may have] millions and millions of dollars, but it's not enough" (McDonald 2012).
For municipalities, a limited number of staff means that GIS analysis, natural resource mapping,
and code revisions are beyond their abilities. Because municipalities don't have this mapping or
planning at their disposal, they often are less competitive for various state or philanthropic
funding opportunities (Williamson 2012).
Even when organizations have staff members, building their capacity can be difficult.
Educating land managers on best ecological management practices or planning staff on
conservation design requires more than just brochures or educational materials. In a study of
conservation subdivision design (CSD), Carter notes that there are lower barriers to CSDs if
there is "an individual either within the jurisdiction or permitting agency who understands the
benefits provided by CSD and can articulate these to review authorities who may not be
amenable to alternative site designs" (Carter 2009, 123). In conversations with municipalities,
however, Chicago Wilderness members repeatedly heard that in order to build this capacity,
municipalities needed direct, hands-on technical assistance. In a study of barriers to GIS use in
local planning in Wisconsin, Gbemen and Ventura found that nearly half of respondents
"identified training as among the three greatest barriers to realizing the potential of GIS use in
planning" (Gbemen & Ventura 2010, 176). Without an entity or the resources to provide this
expertise, many organizations have difficulty improving their practices or adopting new ones.
Lastly, when organizations lack adequate or experienced staff, they also often lack the
type of policy entrepreneurs that introduce new ideas and shepherd them through the
bureaucracy. Speaking about the community of Robbins, Nancy Williamson said that staff there
was highly resistant to green infrastructure planning efforts because they simply didn't have
the time or resources to take on new roles. In Kendall County, green infrastructure planning
was rebuffed by high level planning staff, even though at least one less-senior staff member
supported it. Administrative leadership is particularly important in municipalities, as major
code revisions and large planning efforts often require vocal and visible staff advocates.
Even if an organization has the money, data, and people, it can struggle to communicate
effectively with its various publics. The issues that Chicago Wilderness is trying to address are
complex. Many of the coalition members are trying to balance multiple, competing priorities,
and developing a messaging strategy can be incredibly difficult. In the words of Lucy
Hutcherson, Director of Conservation & Communication Programs at Chicago Wilderness,
messages that reflect the region's diversity are "complicated.. .much more than you can put on a
billboard" (Hutcherson 2012). There is a degree of subtlety that is required when talking about
prescribed burning, conservation design, or deer removal that doesn't lend itself to short
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marketing messages that resonate with constituents' core values. Most organizations-
particularly governmental organizations-don't have the staff or resources to test and refine
such complex messages. As Hutcherson explains, "cities have a communications need and very
little capacity" (Hutcherson 2012).
Part of the reason that messaging and communications strategies are so difficult is that the
wrong message can alienate core supporters. Hutcherson, Jeff Mengler, and others brought up
climate change as a prime example: even though management practices need to change to
address the impacts of future climate change, messages and discussions around this topic are
polarizing. When CW was developing its Climate Action Planfor Nature, for example, Greg
Mueller said "we spent a long time coming up with the right language and the right set of
activities so that we didn't exclude any of our members. I think that would be one of the places
where some of the organizations were ready to jump on it and other organizations said
'whoa.. .our constituency is not ready to do that"' (Mueller 2012). Most agencies mean well, but
an incorrect message in brochures or other outreach materials can ignite strong opposition to
conservation efforts. Messages about "birds and bunnies," for example, are not effective at
getting members of the public to support land acquisition; an argument that highlights the
economic benefits of conservation is needed (McDonald 2012).
Partly because of this, many organizations only talk to their core supporters. For Chicago
Wilderness, these are educated, liberal-leaning, primarily white individuals who are active
outdoors (Hutcherson 2012). They are generally supportive of conservation efforts, but they
make up a minority of voters. By only talking to core supporters, organizations are unable to
build necessary political support for new acquisitions, better land management, or stronger
land use planning. It also makes it difficult to move beyond the parts of the region that are
"ready" for CW's brand of biodiversity protection.
Building political support for biodiversity protection is closely intertwined with these
other challenges. Political support is most pertinent to public organizations-forest preserves,
municipalities, and state agencies-but it is also relevant, to a lesser extent, to land trusts and
non-profit agencies.
Sometimes, organizations have a degree of political support for biodiversity protection,
but lack a champion or catalyzing event that can move the agenda forward. Throughout the
region, flooding and other water-related problems (like stormwater contamination and drinking
water withdrawals) have been one of the biggest factors behind counties' and municipalities'
green infrastructure efforts. Brody et al. suggest that "An increasing proportion of human
disturbance within a watershed, such as pavement, agricultural practices, and the presence of
invasive species leads to stronger watershed planning capabilities." They go on to say that
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"some level of threat or disturbance... to areas of high biodiversity can be seen as beneficial for
stimulating planners and the public to adopt ecosystem management policies" (Brody et al.
2004, 45, 47). Many of the areas at the urban fringe-where growth pressure is minimal or
development has just started to occur-lack these conditions. Brook McDonald explains the
difficulty of conserving land at the fringe this way: even where there are "wonderful, wonderful
natural resources...there's no threat" (McDonald 2012).
Often, new planning efforts-like green infrastructure planning that McHenry County
and several townships are currently completing-lack the type of public support that can
ensure they remain a public priority. McHenry County's efforts have been supported
historically, but a change in the political winds could undermine the long-term implementation
of these efforts; McHenry County, after all, has been a Republican stronghold, and similar areas
have generally been dismissive of conservation efforts. In order to ensure long-term
maintenance of natural areas or promote broad-scale adoption of conservation design
principles, most organizations need consistent support. The election cycle, however, introduces
considerable uncertainty. Savvy political tactics can set back conservation efforts significantly;
recent work by conservative activists, for example, disbanded the newly created LaSalle County
Forest Preserve District (McDonald 2012).
OVERCOMING CONSERVATION CHALLENGES
The success of the Chicago Wilderness coalition is closely tied to how well it can help its
members overcome both these individual challenges to biodiversity protection and the larger
barriers to working collaboratively. Over the years, it has adopted-both purposefully and by
accident-a number of different strategies for doing this. The coalition has worked to increase
funding for conservation and land management activities, developed tools, training, and other
information-sharing strategies for members, worked to build trust and relationships between
conservation organizations, and undertaken efforts to increase public support for the costs and
work associated with biodiversity protection.
When northeastern Illinois' "biodiversity leaders" first met to discuss the idea of a
conservation coalition in 1993, they recognized that a lack of coordination, limited contact, and
competitive relationships among conservation organizations were harming efforts to protect the
region's biodiversity. From the very beginning, there was a realization that "there were
important areas...where we felt we could be a lot more powerful working together than
working more or less independently" (Ross 1997, 19). In the ensuing two decades, Chicago
Wilderness has used a variety of strategies to tackle the barriers that keep members from
working together. The coalition has worked to build personal relationships between
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conservationists in the region, has sought to create and nurture opportunities for collaboration
between conservation organizations, and has tasked staff with finding ways to help members
get involved in regional biodiversity protection (Hutcherson 2012).
CW members most often cite personal relationships and associated trust as one of the
biggest factors in the coalition's success. Trust, as described earlier, allows organizations to
accept minor encroachments on their autonomy, address issues as they arise (rather than
allowing them to derail progress), and stabilize inter-organizational relationships. Over its
history, trust has grown between CW members-particularly among the large, founding
institutions that continue to be the most engaged. Brook McDonald, President/ CEO of The
Conservation Foundation, describes the effects of increased trust this way: "by being part of
that coalition.. .we know each other, we trust each other" (McDonald 2012). While organizations
may have demanded explicit credit for their role in many of the coalition's early projects, today,
member organizations are more willing to advertise work under the Chicago Wilderness
banner; in one example, The Field Museum "produced a climate strategy document, maybe
with some partners, but advertised it primarily as being a Chicago Wilderness project"
(Hutcherson 2012). Members have warmed to the idea that success for one organization can
spill over and have benefits for others; As Lucy Hutcherson says, "Over time, we see people
becoming more comfortable with the sharing of credit, recognition, and resources" (Hutcherson
2012).
Increased trust towards other conservation organizations has allowed members to look
beyond their boundaries and think about how their efforts interact with their neighbors'. Brook
McDonald states that the improved relations between conservation organizations have made it
so that "there's more of a regional vision for conservation in the Chicago area...it's helped
people think beyond their locale" (McDonald 2012). Other interviewees echoed this sentiment;
many of the individuals that are most actively engaged with the coalition often "think with their
Chicago Wilderness hat on," even after they've moved on to other jobs (Ross 2012).
The personal relationships that the coalition has engendered also create numerous
opportunities for partnerships and information sharing. Laurel Ross, in talking about the goal of
greater collaboration between organizations, describes the role of personal relationships this
way: "Relationships are tremendously helpful. Many things get done not under Chicago
Wilderness, but as a result of people working together... a culture of working together" (Ross
2012). As Jesse Elam puts it, "Chicago Wilderness meetings are like a party-you have a few
drinks and who knows what sort of project you'll end up working on" (Elam 2012).
Partnerships yield a number of benefits that help overcome the challenges faced by members: 1)
they increase staff capacity by providing additional information, experience, or expertise, 2)
they garner publicity for an organization and can increase its standing in the eyes of donors or
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the general public, and 3) they often help marshal additional financial resources that can
expand or strengthen the work of an organization. The culture of working together helps
organizations get more work done with fewer staff members. Laurel Ross, Director of Urban
Conservation at The Field Museum, cites the museum's local climate change work as an
example, explaining that it wouldn't be possible without the time and expertise put in by
members of CW's Climate Change Task Force (Ross 2012).'
In addition to building trust and facilitating joint projects and partnership arrangements,
Chicago Wilderness has sought to address the specific challenges that keep individual member
organizations from conserving, restoring, or better managing land. Member organizations most
often cite a lack of funding as one of the key barriers to additional acquisition, restoration, or
better land management. From the beginning, Chicago Wilderness members hoped that a
coalition (and subsequent collaborative projects) could bring increased funding to the region.
Generally, large, place-based coalitions enhance fundraising capacity for environmental efforts,
and Chicago Wilderness has been no exception (Layzer 2008). For much of its history, Chicago
Wilderness served as a pass-through organization for federal funds (mainly from the USDA
Forest Service and Fish and Wildlife Service). This money both drew members to the coalition
and helped fund projects that advanced the group's biodiversity agenda; in 2007-2008, for
example, Chicago Wilderness provided funding for 25 projects, ranging from a savanna
restoration to a number of environmental education efforts (Chicago Wilderness 2008). The
coalition recently reorganized its work into four initiatives-Restoring Nature to Health,
Climate Action, Leave No Child Inside, and Protecting Green Infrastructure-primarily as a
way of competing programmatically for funds (Ross 2012). Even though federal money (which
provided the majority of the coalition's re-granting funds) has dried up recently, the coalition
has continued to distribute some funding and assistance to members (Chicago Wilderness
2011c).
Beyond direct money from the organization itself, Chicago Wilderness members benefit
from an "expanded pie" of funding options for several reasons. First, with 262 members, there
are a lot of organizations looking for funding opportunities. According to Kristopher Lah of the
US Fish and Wildlife Service, "because there's this shared interest, there are a lot of eyes looking
for funding. One organization will see a funding opportunity and pass it on to CW staff, who
will then pass it on to members" (Lah 2012). CW typically distributes a digest of grant and
partnership opportunities-one of the many benefits of coalition membership.
'Talking about the beneficial effects of working with CW, she says: "I can afford one climate change
scientist, and she's great but can't do everything. We deployed her in Chicago Wilderness and rounded
up people in the region who want to work on this stuff.. .we're getting tons of work done that wouldn't
happen if it was just one person working alone" (Ross 2012).
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When members apply for funding, they often have the weight of the CW coalition behind
them. Laurel Ross said that this is particularly valuable to small organizations. Through the
coalition, these organizations can get letters of support from prestigious institutions like The
Field Museum, the USDA Forest Service, or the Brookfield Zoo. As one example, Chris
Mulvaney says that "CW has written letters of support for some acquisitions by the Forest
Preserve of Cook County and Michigan City, Indiana; both were applying for funding and we
tried to tie what they were doing back to the GIV" (Mulvaney 2012). Laurel Ross points out the
benefit that this can have for smaller organizations: "Small organizations benefit because
without this kind of relationship.. .getting a sign-on letter from a big federal agency isn't easy.
Here, you're set up to do that" (Ross 2012).
Chicago Wilderness also serves as a "ground-truthing organization" for funders and state
and federal agencies (Ross 2012). Coalition members (particularly Executive Council members)
can help identify projects that best align with certain funding sources or partnership
opportunities; they can then encourage relevant member organizations to apply. "Funders want
to talk to people that know the landscape," says Laurel Ross. "Chicago Wilderness.. .is a valid
opinion that helps them make funding decisions. They can't be everywhere, but Chicago
Wilderness can" (Ross 2012). Organizations benefit because the mediating role of CW prevents
members from competing with proposals that are well-suited for certain funding opportunities.
Through this, only the best proposals are submitted, which increases organizations' success rate
and reduces the staff resources that are needed to apply for grants.
Finally, CW has been working with other metropolitan conservation coalitions to increase
federal funding for urban conservation. Specifically, CW has been working as part of the
Metropolitan Greenspaces Alliance to direct federal urban conservation funding to CW and
similar conservation coalitions. Increased federal funding will bring additional members to the
coalition and will help Chicago Wilderness incentivize its members to advance the goals of the
Biodiversity Recovery Plan and Green Infrastructure Vision.
One of the most widely cited benefits that member organizations see is Chicago
Wilderness' unparalleled ability to provide crucial information about the region's natural
communities, land management practices, and conservation strategies. One of the initial reasons
for the formation of the coalition was that regional conservation organizations needed a better
grasp of what the threats to the region's biodiversity were and how they should be managed;
even with world-class research institutions nearby, little research was being done on the region.
Given that land managers were struggling with similar problems, they wanted to share
information among themselves about what works.
Today, Chicago Wilderness is at the heart of scientific research on the biology and
biological diversity of the greater Chicago ecoregion. Through the coalition's science team,
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member organizations funnel requests for data and information to the region's scientists. The
CW leadership has helped to prioritize these research needs and works to find funding
opportunities for regional scientists. The purpose here is twofold: first, by aligning current
research with the needs of land managers, managers are able to combat invasive species and
other threats to biodiversity more efficiently. Second, by getting young researchers involved in
regional work, Chicago Wilderness actually helps to build its constituency. The results of CW
research is distributed in newsletters, through the CW website, and was historically published
in the Chicago Wilderness Magazine and the CW Journal (both now defunct).
The coalition is also hoping to serve as a repository of geospatial data. Currently, GIS data
about the region is scattered across jurisdictions, organizations, and institutions. To address
this, CW is working on a "Knowledge Base" that will collect and streamline geospatial data for
use by members (Mulvaney 2012). Planners, land managers, and politicians will be able to visit
the website and retrieve information about the natural resources under their jurisdiction; they'll
also be able to better understand how these resources fit into regional natural area networks.
Lack of GIS capability was cited as one of the biggest barriers to green infrastructure planning,
and the "Knowledge Base" will provide some capacity to resource-strapped organizations.
Land management agencies need credible information, but they also need information
that will help sway decision makers. Over the last several years, Chicago Wilderness has helped
to produce several white papers, including position statements on deer management and feral
cats, and model policies for prescribed burning and wooded lands preservation. According to
Jeff Mengler, members have been able to take these to county boards or other decision makers
to show that the region's best science is behind their proposed management actions (Mengler
2012). Whereas these decision makers would question staff's individual recommendations, the
Chicago Wilderness position papers have been viewed as more credible. This provides two
benefits to members: it gives them information that they need to manage their lands, and it also
gives them a tool for shaping the policy debate in their favor.
Beyond sound science, geospatial data, and policy recommendations, Chicago Wilderness
also provides a wealth of experience that can be leveraged to increase staff expertise and
capacity. With 262 members, "it creates a foundation of people-you're not the first one to
[address a given problem], nor will you be the last" (Pruett-Jones 2012). Small organizations in
particular can come to meetings with a problem and get advice, assistance, or find organizations
that are willing to partner with them. This can be an empowering feeling-one that can help
overcome the capacity barriers that prevent members from pursuing best practices. Having all
of this experience in one place also helps to maintain institutional knowledge; as an example,
when the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District got a new chief executive, his first stop was a
quarterly CW Executive Council meeting. "How could I not be here? These are all the people
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that I had to meet," he said (Ross 2012).
In addition to scientific research, white papers, and informal advice, the coalition also puts
out a host of brochures, guidance documents, and sample strategies for members. As part of its
Leave No Child Inside initiative, it has provided sample educational curricula and training
resources to help teachers incorporate biodiversity protection into their lesson plans-thereby
helping to spread the message to students and their families. The coalition's Ecological Planning
and Design Directory provides a wealth of tools for members-from studies about the
biodiversity value of residential areas to natural landscaping design and management guides.
Many of these resources are distributed widely: since it was updated in May 2011, over 4,000
copies of the Atlas of Biodiversity have been distributed, many to local teachers and nature
centers (Hutcherson 2012).
Chicago Wilderness also has significant marketing and messaging research that it makes
available to its membership (Hutcherson 2012). Currently, the coalition is pursuing two pilot
communications projects that would help several groups of member organizations test various
communications vehicles and strategies for reaching persuadable groups. The communications
team will then share the results with the rest of the membership and integrate any lessons
learned into CW's own communications strategies (Hutcherson 2012). The inability to reach
beyond a "core audience" is one of the biggest challenges that member organizations face. By
doing research into what messages resonate with various publics and how those audiences can
be reached, the coalition helps members build political support for their various efforts.
Perhaps the most promising work of the coalition, however, is the direct, hands-on
assistance it provides to member organizations (and occasionally outside groups). It has taken
CW a long time to get to this point-for much of its history, the coalition has relied almost
solely on toolboxes, sample curricula, or online training materials that responded mainly to
organizations' lack of information, rather than their lack of capacity. After a series of workshops
that sought to ascertain the needs of municipal staff members in planning for biodiversity
protection, however, CW leadership realized that municipalities needed more targeted
assistance: "What we heard from municipalities is that they want hands-on technical help"
(Mengler 2012). This was particularly salient because, before it was subsumed into the Chicago
Metropolitan Agency for Planning, the Northeast Illinois Planning Commission "could not
work with communities on natural resource issues unless they were specifically asked"
(Williamson 2012). Nancy Williamson (with the Illinois Department of Natural Resources,
IDNR), created a way for IDNR to partner with NIPC to provide natural resource planning
assistance. However, it quickly became clear that creating a partnership between municipalities
and the consulting firms that typically assisted them with their planning work would yield
more successful results.
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A $67,000 grant from the Grand Victoria foundation provided Chicago Wilderness'
Sustainable Watershed Action Team (SWAT) with initial funding for four projects. Each of these
was tied closely with the creation of green infrastructure plans for several counties and
municipalities. SWAT provides direct, hands-on technical assistance in order to assist
municipalities with these plans or with comprehensive plan updates, ordinance revisions, or
other conservation-focused efforts. The program has been incredibly successful, mainly because
it utilizes peer-to-peer networks in order to enlist municipalities and share information.
Planning work is done by consultants; municipalities pay as little as $60 per hour for their
services with grant funding covering the remaining costs (Williamson 2012). Williamson cites
the use of consultants as critical to SWAT's success; since consultants work frequently with
municipalities, they know how to communicate with municipal staff members. Consultants can
send engineers to talk with engineers, planners to talk with planners, and landscape architects
to talk with park staff. This peer-to-peer information exchange builds trust and has generally
helped build institutional constituencies for conservation planning efforts. The program has
already made significant progress: the four initial SWAT projects are either complete or nearing
completion, and three additional projects have been funded by the Boeing Foundation
(Williamson 2012).
Chicago Wilderness also provides a number of training modules in order to increase the
staff capacity of its member organizations. CW has been involved with a regional cooperative
weed management program and offers a prescribed burning training. According to Jason Pettit,
Executive Director of the Forest Preserve District of Kendall County, the prescribed burn
training has been particularly helpful; he has sent both staff and volunteers who have benefitted
from the information, best practices, and hands-on training provided by the workshops (Pettit
2012).
Lastly, Chicago Wilderness has worked extensively to educate the public on the need to
protect the region's biodiversity. They have done so with the idea that broad-based
understanding will minimize opposition and build political support for regional biodiversity
protection. Political support, in turn, will mitigate almost all of the challenges discussed
previously, mainly by translating into additional funding for direct acquisitions, management,
and building staff capacity. To a large extent, anecdotal evidence suggests that Chicago
Wilderness has been successful in building a dialog around these issues.
The coalition's Leave No Child Inside (LNCI) initiative, in particular, has helped connect
residents to the region's unique natural heritage. To date, over 20,000 people have been
involved in LNCI activities in the program's four-year history. Of that 20,000, 15,000
participated just last year-an indicator that awareness of the initiative and involvement are
growing exponentially (Hutcherson 2012). LNCI builds off studies that show that childhood
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contact with natural areas is a key driver of environmental engagement later in life (Chawla
1998). Childhood involvement has other benefits, as well; in the words of Jeff Mengler, one of
the framers of the GIV, "If you're doing a program for kids, you get their parents involved. All
of that, at some point, has to add up" (Mengler 2012). While there has been some pushback
from coalition members (some feel that outreach is beyond the original scope of the coalition),
most recognize that outreach can help build support for the financial and institutional resources
necessary to preserve the region's biodiversity.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Ringing the southern tip of Lake Michigan, the seven million-acre Chicago Wilderness
region is one of the most biodiverse parts of the United States. Once home to abundant prairies,
savannas, and wetlands, the region is now home to a mixture of farmland, subdivisions, dense
urban areas, and isolated natural areas. Urban growth throughout the region-but most
predominantly at the region's edge-has had a host of negative effects on natural communities:
invasive species are now pervasive, seasonal fires that maintained the region's biodiversity
have been suppressed, and wetland communities have been drained, filled, or polluted. Across
the region, continued suburban growth has fragmented remaining habitat patches and made it
much more difficult to connect, supplement, or restore the region's natural heritage. Political
fragmentation exacerbates the problem by distributing land use and conservation decisions
across a range of entities that often have little desire to collaborate.
Chicago Wilderness arose out of an attempt by the region's leading conservation
organizations to confront these challenges. By bringing conservation actors together, these
entities hoped that they could foster greater collaboration and coordination across regional
biodiversity protection efforts. To a large extent, their efforts have been successful: Since it was
established in 1996, Chicago Wilderness has grown from 34 organizations to over 260 and has
produced a number of strategy documents, white papers, and plans that have catalyzed the
region's conservation community (most notably the Biodiversity Recovery Plan and Green
Infrastructure Vision). CW has worked to engage members and "plug them into the work" of
regional biodiversity protection by creating opportunities for partnership and building a web of
personal relationships between the region's conservationists (Hutcherson 2012). In the words of
Brook McDonald, "we now work across political boundaries, we now work together.. .we
network, we know each other, we trust each other" (McDonald 2012).
As a voluntary network, Chicago Wilderness relies on its members to implement the
coalition's regional conservation agenda. Member organizations, however, face a host of
barriers-from concerns about a loss of autonomy to a lack of familiarity with coalition goals-
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that prevent them from adopting these goals wholesale. They also face a range of general
challenges that complicate the more basic work of land acquisition, ecological restoration, and
better land management. These challenges, outlined in detail previously, range from the
mundane (limited funding, gaps in the scientific information available about the region) to the
complex (limited political support for biodiversity protection, limited organizational capacity).
Chicago Wilderness' success has been closely tied to the extent to which it has addressed and
helped members overcome these challenges.
Over its two-decade history, the coalition has adopted a number of tools and strategies
meant to improve collaboration between members, increase funding for conservation, build
organizational capacity, and otherwise help members overcome the barriers that complicate
regional conservation efforts. These strategies-from informal sharing of best practices to
sample policy positions and targeted technical assistance-have helped to fill some of the gaps
in conservation knowledge and have generally increased the capacity of the region's
conservation organizations.
Even with these tools, however, Chicago Wilderness has had mixed success across the
region. In certain areas-particularly in Chicago and its immediate collar counties-the
assistance offered by Chicago Wilderness has helped advance the goals of the Biodiversity
Recovery Plan and Green Infrastructure Vision. This success can be partly ascribed to the fact that
these areas are home to numerous CW members (across a range of sectors) who have significant
financial and staff resources. Collaboration between these entities helps to further increase their
capacity and often helps grow existing constituencies for natural resource planning efforts.
McHenry County provides an excellent example: Lisa Haderlein of The Land Conservancy of
McHenry County credits local CW members with collaborating to both increase the information
available about the region's resources and catalyze public support for green infrastructure
planning (Haderlein 2012).
The reason Chicago Wilderness is successful in these areas, however, is more closely tied
to the tools and strategies it promotes. Because Chicago Wilderness developed in an
environment where land use regulation, forest preserve and conservation districts, and other
government-led conservation strategies were accepted (and even championed), it appears to
have carried a bias for these types of approaches forward. From an outside perspective, many of
the tools and strategies that the coalition has promoted (e.g. county and municipal green
infrastructure planning, restoration of forest preserve land) favor a government-led, top-down
approach to biodiversity protection. This makes sense: in these largely-developed areas,
residents support a government role in conservation efforts-a support that is often tied to
visible threats like flooding, suburbanization, or the loss of open space. When faced with these
beneficial conditions, Chicago Wilderness has been successful at advocating for additional land
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acquisition, better land management, and stronger land use planning; in short, it has advanced
the broad goals outlined in the Biodiversity Recovery Plan and Green Infrastructure Vision.
As the coalition has expanded its membership and its geographic area, however, it has
begun to encounter areas-particularly areas at the urban fringe-where urban preferences for
government-led biodiversity protection are non-existent. These areas provide a political and
social environment that is much different from where Chicago Wilderness got its start and
developed its main assistance strategies; as an example, organizations like forest preserve and
conservation districts-the major conservation actors in Chicago and its collar counties-either
do not exist here or have much diminished organizational capacity (fewer and less sophisticated
staff, smaller budgets, etc.). What's more, the political climate is often one that eschews
government intervention and champions private property rights. It is not that these areas aren't
"ready" for conservation efforts, as interviewees suggest, but that the types of conservation that
CW advocates for do not fit with the political and social conditions found there.
Overall, Chicago Wilderness has made significant contributions to biodiversity
protection in the greater Chicago region. The coalition is not perfect, however, and has itself
pointed to the fact that the region's natural areas continue to decline (Chicago Wilderness 2006).
In order to improve the effectiveness of the coalition's work, members of Chicago Wilderness
should seek to: 1) expand the coalition in areas at the urban fringe, 2) improve the ability of the
coalition to connect members with regional work, 3) advocate for increased funding for urban
conservation and work to develop or nurture alternative conservation finance mechanisms, 4)
work to better understand the information and assistance needs of particular member
organizations, and 5) expand the range of strategies used by the coalition in a way that better
reflects the needs of diverse parts of the region.
While Chicago Wilderness has steadily increased its membership over the last 20 years,
the distribution of its members across the region remains spotty. In some areas-particularly in
Chicago and its immediate collar counties-membership is high and members' jurisdictions
overlap significantly. In these areas, having a density of membership increases opportunities for
collaboration, can help build relationships between conservationists, and generally increases
organizational trust-a necessary prerequisite for continued collaboration. Areas at the urban
fringe, where membership is sparse, however, have difficulty reaping these same benefits.
Without the ongoing personal interactions that build trust with the coalition and with other
entities, these organizations are less likely to work collaboratively and less likely to pursue
CW's regional goals. Chicago Wilderness should therefore look to both expand membership
and increase the services it provides to members outside the immediate Chicago region.
Lowering the barriers to coalition participation-by holding meetings throughout the region,
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conducting video conference calls, or facilitating regional networking events-is necessary if
smaller, geographically distributed organizations are to participate. Given the unique
challenges of rural areas at the edge of the metropolitan region, CW should take efforts to
connect organizations in these areas; new members, in particular, should be given a "buddy"
organization that can help connect them with other members and the work of the coalition. CW
should also seek to ensure that more than one individual from each member organization is
engaged with the coalition. Right now, many members' engagement is tied closely to one
individual; staff turnover or a change in elected officials can significantly curtail a member's
involvement (Ross 2012). Ensuring that each member organization had two to three contact
persons (and providing best practices for how to engage more staff members) could help ensure
long-term organizational participation.
Funding was cited as one of the biggest challenges to biodiversity protection, and
Chicago Wilderness should seek to build on its successful past work increasing conservation
funding for the region. CW's role as a pass-through organization for federal funds both
attracted new members to the coalition (increasing its political clout) and helped entice
members to pursue projects in line with the Biodiversity Recovery Plan and Green Infrastructure
Vision (improving the coalition's impact on regional biodiversity protection). Chicago
Wilderness should therefore continue its efforts (in combination with the Metropolitan
Greenspaces Alliance) to route additional federal urban conservation funding through
conservation coalitions like CW. Chicago Wilderness' role as a voluntary coalition clearly limits
its ability to shape organizations' conservation efforts; offering funding allows the coalition to
advance projects that align with its regional conservation priorities.
The most common method of protecting land in the greater Chicago region-direct
acquisitions through government open-space bond measures-is deeply flawed. Government
agencies rely on tax receipts to provide revenue to both pay off bonds and provide funding for
natural area maintenance. But conserving land limits the development-and thus the tax
revenues-in a given municipality. As more land is conserved, it also raises land values, which
makes land preservation increasingly important. This presents a quandary; as Jesse Elam puts
it, "We have a business model that's not going to work anymore" (Elam 2012).
Chicago Wilderness should seek to broaden the range of conservation finance
mechanisms available to the region's conservation community. The coalition should
particularly look for opportunities to partner with agencies like the Metropolitan Water
Reclamation District and the Army Corps of Engineers who may have money that can be
directed to smaller organizations. Lisa Haderlein of The Land Conservancy of McHenry County
describes such a partnership that her organization forged with the Army Corps of Engineers:
"We've been able, for instance, to set up a partnership with Army Corps where they were able
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to direct some of the penalty monies and mitigation funds where they had a certain amount of
discretion... to us.. .We were able to then use those dollars as seed money for acquiring some of
these vulnerable natural areas. Over probably three years or so, there were probably half a
million dollars that were directed here that we've used for land acquisition and restoration."
(Haderlein 2012).
One of the biggest challenges for the region's forest preserve and conservation districts
is that these entities are often flush with bond money for acquisition, but have few resources for
maintenance. Kendall County provides a great example-the booming population there made a
compelling case for a large bond measure, but subsequent tax receipts have not provided
enough money to manage acquisitions (Pettit 2012). Many of the small grants that CW
historically distributed helped to fund the hard work of restoration and management. The
coalition should continue to recognize that maintenance is the most difficult aspect of land
management, and should continue to seek novel ways to undertake this important work-from
promoting increased volunteerism to finding new, ongoing funding streams.
While information sharing has been one of the real strengths of Chicago Wilderness, the
coalition must recognize that members' ability to use information varies widely. In large, well-
resourced organizations, additional information or tools can be integrated into existing
management frameworks easily; because staff have more specified roles in these organizations,
detailed training or information about specific management practices can "tip the scales"
towards activities that are in line with Chicago Wilderness' regional goals. The majority of CW
members, however, do not operate this way; most are small organizations with limited,
generalist staff. For these organizations, access to information may have some benefits-finding
new funding opportunities, keeping abreast of regional efforts-but is unlikely to change their
existing management practices. In order to change their practices, these organizations often
require direct technical assistance, targeted funding, or other strategies that the coalition has not
historically provided. In the words of one small non-profit organization, when asked how CW
could better benefit its organization, "give more attention to smaller organizations... capacity for
many members is an issue" (Farley 2012).
With this in mind, CW staff should increase the coalition's efforts to understand and
cater to the explicit needs of its general members-those organizations that are only passively
involved with the coalition. While this paper helps to identify members' barriers to more active
participation, the solutions to these barriers are likely to vary across the region and across
organizations. Chicago Wilderness' recent efforts with the Sustainable Watershed Action Team
offer a promising example: SWAT has utilized a number of strategies-from using consultants
to building support for projects through members' professional connections-that have catered
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to municipalities' explicit conservation needs and allowed the program to achieve considerable
success.
The SWAT program, however, highlights one of the major flaws in Chicago Wilderness'
approach: a tendency towards conservation activities that work in some areas but falter in
others. From an outside perspective, the coalition has adopted a set of tools and strategies-
particularly its information-sharing and assistance efforts-that are well-suited to the
immediate Chicago area but struggle in outlying, rural counties. Where agencies are well-
resourced and members of the public are generally supportive of land acquisition, land use
planning, and other top-down strategies for conservation, Chicago Wilderness has thrived.
CW could benefit, however, from a renewed focus on areas where it has struggled: rural
locations at the urban fringe. These areas offer unique challenges-rampant suburbanization,
organizations with minimal conservation capacity, and a penchant for private property rights
and limited government-that do not cater well to CW's typical messages or strategies. If the
coalition is going to succeed in these areas, it will need to adopt new tactics that are better-
adapted to these circumstances.
One answer may lie in pursuing conservation solutions and planning efforts that
minimize the visible role of government. According to Daniels, "many landowners have a deep
and abiding love for their land and do not wish to see it developed into shopping malls and
housing subdivisions. But many landowners also distrust government" (Daniels 1999).
Maximizing the role of land trusts and other private conservation efforts and offering specific
support for these entities may be the coalition's best bet for conserving land at the expanding
urban fringe. Chicago Wilderness can also advocate for conservation mechanisms like transfer
of development rights programs that can provide benefits for landowners while maintaining
the conservation value of a property; the legality of these programs in Illinois is currently in
doubt (Haderlein 2012). A good example of the benefits of this approach can be found in
Cascade Land Conservancy's Cascade Agenda. Cascade Agenda relies heavily on TDR
programs to conserve valuable agricultural and resource lands outside of the Seattle
metropolitan area, and has so-far conserved significant amounts of land. Chicago Wilderness
could follow this example, and should continue to advocate for policies that expand the range
of conservation tools available to its members.
The Chicago Wilderness coalition has made remarkable strides in uniting the region's
conservation community and advocating for enhanced biodiversity protection. Its plans provide
a compelling vision for the future and its tools have built the capacity of conservationists across
the greater Chicago region. Challenges and threats remain, however. By continuing to adapt
and change, I have no doubt that Chicago Wilderness will help the region confront one of
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humanity's central, but most vexing, challenges: "to live rightly in the world-not just in the
garden, not just in the wilderness, but in the home that encompasses them both" (Cronon 1995).
I wish them luck.
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